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Abstract
How Christians in Africa are to interpret their faith on the basis of biblical values they hold on
to, matters to how they communicate God’s kingdom on earth. As a loving God, his kingdom
is love, peace,  and justice.  The three form basic part  of Christians’ sacrifice and patience
which calls on them to love their neighbors and their enemies as well. They are only able to
demonstrate this in the light of they being made in the image of God. Being redeemed in him,
they employ their lives, time and resources to propagate the kingdom of God here and then.
While Christians have hope for their living and also expect the consummation of the kingdom,
they  are  expected  to  align  themselves  in  participating  and  building  holistic  communities
around  their  domains.  There  is  therefore,  the  need  to  have  a  practical  guide  to  enhance
churches, Christian organizations and their leaders around Africa to take active role in holistic
development, thereby taking a lift from past centuries of Christian faith and practice. 
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Introduction
Theology informs practice. Many people may not realize it, but every day, they are engaging
in  theology  as  they  wrestle  through  decisions.  Social  theology  of  development  is  about
community  transformation  which  is  essential  for  holistic  practice.  Development  has  had
various interpretation throughout history. Theories on the subject predated present history. A
brief  description  of  developmental  thoughts  began from the  Greek idea  of  change which
means “growth in the sense of unfolding,” which all was applied to living things such as trees,
animal, man, and societies! This Greek concept of development showed that change had a
reoccurring  cyclical  pattern  of  growth  and  decay  in  all  civilizations.  This  theory  was
approached differently by the Hebrew and Christian thoughts to be in accordance with the
will  of  God.  During  Western  enlightenment  period  of  renaissance  which  preceded
reformation, there was the notion that the progress of humanity was unlimited. 

Many  European  thinkers  believed  that  development  in  knowledge  and  science
superseded theological knowledge and was unlimited. These thoughts were combined with
the evolutionary theories of the 19th and 20th centuries, where the concept of survival of the
fittest replaced the unlimited theory of developmental growth. This ideology was employed to
justify much of the colonial behavior toward their colonies. Brain Stanley (1990:11) opined
that “It has been alleged with truth that the trader and the settler followed the missionary, who
was the agent of European imperialism, working hand in hand with colonial powers for the
subjugation of the black people and the territorial extension of the imperialist power.” The
assumption was that the people of these colonies were primitive, backward, and uncivilized.
Therefore,  they  needed  to  be  assisted  to  develop  evolutionary  pattern  just  as  developed
nations had gone through. The second World War of the thirties and forties brought to reality
that progressive development of mankind could be reversed. Modernization theory had its
beginning  after  the  World  War  II.  Sociologists  describe  modernization  process  which
involves institutions, values, behaviors, societies and economic development. 

Thereafter,  human  capital  theory  was  conceived  by  economists.  It  focuses  on
productive capacity of human manpower, being the main capital for investment. Then, came
Marxist theory which categorized society into two classes comprises of the exploiters and the
exploited. The exploiters own the means of production. While the exploited depend on the
exploiters. This is why the Marxist development programs consist of arming the masses who
are exploited through mass literacy and ideological awareness to allow them resist those who
exploit  them. Thus,  because of dependency syndrome,  the masses remain underdeveloped
because urbanization has taken away the resources to the cities at the expense of the rural
areas.  The fact  that  the rural  dwellers  continue to  be impoverished sparked the theory of
liberation theology which was similar to Marxist elements. Liberation theology thought that in
order to correct the imbalance in economic empowerment,  there was need for drastic and
radical changes in the structure of the society in terms of the socio-economic, political and
cultural world order. Liberation theology thought it could be done by conscientizing the poor
to become aware of their condition and seek for social change. However, liberation theology
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took on to a humanist approach and advocated where there was prolonged and pronounced
colonial oppression in Latin America, Guinea Bissau, Angola, Mozambique and South Africa.
This  track  discussed  historical  appraisal  of  community  development  from  early  church
through reformation era, 

Statement of the Problem
 The growth of Christian faith in Africa is only second to China. Statistics show that certain
African  countries  claim  to  have  90% of  their  population  to  be  Christian.  Andrew Walls
(2002:118) affirmed this that “At the end of the twentieth century, Africa was appearing as
the Christian heartland.”  Walls  (2002:119) reiterated that  “Growth is not just  a transplant
from the west, but the development of authentic… religion which coincided with the retreat of
Christianity from the West, has now moved to being a major component of contemporary
representative  Christianity;  the  standard  Christianity  of  the  present  age,  a  demonstration
model  of  its  character.”  While  this  is  true,  there  is  no  doubt  that  Africa  is  ironically
confronted today, with social, economic, and ecological problems resulting in most Africans
living in abject poverty. My travels around Africa provided opportunity to notice evidence of
poverty that shows malnutrition, poor infrastructural development,  and poor shelter, are
realities. Injustice shows itself in many forms in many countries of Africa. Two fundamental
questions are inevitable. What has caused this situation in a continent where Christianity has
grown faster? Why is it that the Christian values have not affected much of Africa for the
better? These questions might not be answered without considering two opposites views to
start with.

Divergent Views Concerning Holistic Development
Christians in general tended to have had divergent perspectives concerning their roles

in promoting the socio-political, economic and ecological situation of their societies. There
are those who are of the view that church service is mainly to draw the souls of people from
the  perishing  world  to  heaven.  Danladi  Musa  (2009:27)  opined  that  “Although  the
missionaries brought the gospel to Nigeria, and indeed, the whole Africa, they did not overtly
encourage Christian converts to go into politics and business.” Jan Boer (1984:6) lamented
that “I was surprised at how openly Nigeria Christians tend to separate their religion from
daily affairs  of business, politics,  and professional life.” Those who propagate this  gospel
message tended to be more interested in the personal salvation of the soul of the people and
think less of the body that holds the soul. They did not take into consideration that something
good  can  come  out  of  this  perishing  world.  Therefore,  for  them,  salvation  is  personal,
individualistic,  rather  than being a way of serving the community.  Those in this  category
represent dualism which teaches that the human being is fragmented. Man has a body and
soul. 

The dualist believes that because God is interested in spiritual things, a person’s soul
has more importance than his or her body. Darrow L. Miller (2009:36) noted that according to
dualistic view, “Salvation entails merely saving the soul for heaven. God is not interested in
saving the whole human being for time and eternity.”  Timothy Palmer (2015:87) argued that
“Salvation  for  these  early  missionaries  was then  the salvation  of  soul,  and not  the  body.
Salvation  for them is  forgiveness  of sins.”  Mipo Dadang (2020:72)  wrote that  “Only the
holistic knowledge of Jesus can transform the mind…” John Perkins (2001:22) opined that
“The essence of Christianity could be summed in two inseparable commandments: love God
and love the neighbors.” Perkins (2001:22) reiterated that “When the body of Christ is visibly
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present and when they are loving their neighbors and their neighbors’ family as themselves
and their family, the result is redistribution.”  Ronald Sider made a profound comment about
some wings of evangelicals’ community who had their own way of withdrawing from the rest
of the society. Sider (2003:63) concluded by writing that “We no longer withdraw from the
main  stream  of  society.  We  are  doctors,  nurses  and  dentists,  carpenters  and  plumbers,
business  leaders  and professors,  politicians  and artists  working right  in  the  center  of  the
country.” Hence, the Christian concept of paragon is that every good work done faithfully
serves God. 

There are those who hold on to the view that the total role of the church is to transform
the social and economic structures so that the world would be a better place for peaceful co-
existence.  They  believe  that  the  society  would  change  only  if  it  is  restructured  socially,
economically and political heaven. Jakonda (2001:2) noted that “To this group, heaven is here
and now and people make their own heaven. Therefore, development to them, is an end in
itself,  or  a  means  of  making  life  on  this  planet  better…”  Comprehensive  development
concerns  both  personal  salvation  and kingdom business.  The community  of  believers  are
involved  in  transformation  and  restoration  of  God’s  kingdom  to  the  world.  A.  Moreau
(2000:637)  affirmed  that  Missio  Dei  “Focuses  on  everything  God  does  in  his  task  of
establishing his kingdom in all its fullness in all the world.” 

Dadang (2021:60) reiterated that “Biblical principles promote holistic social activities
that encourage empowering individuals who are impoverished to exit from the status of being
poor to becoming a community of faith that could show case the world with kingdom values
that  transform the  society.”  Dadang  (2021:34)  therefore,  concluded  that  “Comprehensive
education is a process of wide-ranging change in thinking, nature, structure and patterns of
society through human actions that is holistic.”  Christianity is whole when personal salvation
manifests  itself  in  social  services  and when these  social  services  originate  from personal
salvation  (Matthew  5:13-16).  Kingdom  business  people  know  they  are  collectively  and
personally having a vertical relationship with God. They are committed that the love of God is
inseparable  from the  love  of  their  neighbors.   Salvation  is  both  individual  and corporate
because it results in stewardship to the community and God’s entire creation. Thus, examining
how early  Christians  from history,  developed their  communities  to  get  involved in  social
theology through the  centuries  can  enhance  reasonable  perspective  to  have  contemporary
Christians get out of dichotomized faith. 
  
Social Community Emphasis During the Early Church
During  the  early  church,  after  Pentecost,  the  disciples  proclaimed  the  gospel.   This  was
accompanied by social concern for meeting physical needs of the people despite the fact that
they healed and cast  out demons. Key church members  sold their  possessions and shared
proceeds with others. The members concern for each other’s physical needs was phenomenal
that there were no needy people among them (Acts 4:34a). Much is not recorded in the bible
about selling and sharing after the deceitful act of social concern committed by Ananias and
his wife Sapphira (Acts 5). Church history has passed through several phases in its historical
evolution. For three centuries following Pentecost, the light of the gospel burned brightly and
spread  far  as  Christians  believed  the  resurrection  message  and  lived  the  resurrected  life.
However,  the  early  church  continued  to  support  the  needy  particularly,  the  church  in
Jerusalem when it was hit by famine and affected the enter Roman empire (Acts 11:28-30). 

Paul and Barnabas carried gifts of money from various churches for the mother church
in Jerusalem. This is justified in a commendation letter of Paul to the Macedonian for their
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generous  giving  which  was  beyond  their  ability  (2  Corinthians  8:1-7).  Terry  C.  Hulbert
(1997:17) wrote that “The German Scholar Harnack calculates that there were about thirty
thousand Christians in Rome by the year 250. Most authorities estimate that 10 percent of the
Roman Empire’s fifty million people were Christians by 313.” Early church historians for
example Eusebius of Caesarea reported this action that the church continued to practice the art
of supporting poor people within the church communities. Stephen Neil (1991:35) opined that
“It  would  be  hard  to  find  expression  for  this  spirit  than  the  words  of  the  first  great
ecclesiastical historian, Eusebius of Caesarea.” Neil (1991:35) reiterated   that “Many new
converts sold off their goods and distributed to the poor before setting out to proclaim the
gospel.” These early Christians were further said to have cultivated a habit of community and
mutual loyalty within themselves. Neil (1991:36) affirmed to this that “In the earliest days of
the Roman world, the sense of community and of mutual loyalty had been very strong.” They
established social services to take care of orphans and widows, prisoners and travelers. 

Emmanuel Morris (2019:21) noted that (“The early church demonstrated love and care
for the widows’ doctrinal law. When such a system was corrupted, there was a sincere manner
in which it was resolved, shows the concerns of the early church to care for the widows (Acts
6:1-6).” Neil (1991:51) described that “Burial clubs were formed to give decent burial to a
body which was considered the image of God. According to Neil, this love shown through
social services drew many, particularly the humble people such as slaves, women, and peasant
traders, to the Christian faith.” Neil (1991:36,37), sadly, wrote that “The break-up of society
had resulted in the weakening of the bonds of local loyalty. Though the Stoics had tried to
replace this by a wider loyalty in their doctrine of man as a citizen of the world…by the Stoic
emperor Marcus Aurelius, this proved too remote and theoretical to have much effect in the
mind  of  ordinary  man.”  However,  the  rise  of  monastic  rescued  the  church  in  history  of
Christianity from decline. 

The Rise of Monasticism 
Mark A. Noll (2000:84), opined that “The rise of monasticism was, after Christ’s commission
to his disciples, the most important- and in many ways the most beneficial in situational event
in the history of Christianity.” Noll (2000:84) affirmed that “For over a millennium, in the
centuries  between  the  reign  of  Constantine  and  the  Protestants  Reformation,  almost
everything in the church that approached the highest, noblest, and truest ideals of the gospel
were done either  by those who had chosen the monastic  way or  by those who had been
inspired in their  Christian life by the monks.”  Noll  (2000:88) believed that  “Much more
important for the spread of monasticism was reaction to the church’s greatest success. With
the rise of the Constantinian church, the life of a Christian offered considerable potential for
worldly preferment.” Therefore, monasticism was a response that reflected spiritual concern
about the church’s success. 

Also,  because  the  monasteries  were  self-sustaining,  they  organized  their  lives  in
producing  daily  necessities.  This  further  prompted  monks  to  become  involved  in  studies
which made them good scientists making the monasteries became centers for development in
agriculture, medicine, education, road constructions and translation work. The most important
and most enduring of these inner motives was commitment  to the Scriptures.  The monks
returned  repeatedly  to  injunctions  and models  of  living  drawn from the  New Testament.
Monks believed this effort would be aided   by removing worldly distractions. The life of
prayer,  in  turn,  would  transform them into  a  characterizable  and hospitable  people.  Noll
(2000:90)  reiterated  that  “Immersion  in  Scripture  remained  a  permanent  characteristic.
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Similarly, St. Benedict’s rule is thickly studded with biblical quotations and injunctions to
constantly reading make up a major  part  of his  concern.”  Monasticism,  was built  upon a
foundation of Scripture. The Benedictine monasteries were becoming corrupt. 

Originally, monk’s life and prayers were seen as superior to those of the normal priest
even though the monk was usually a layman. But as time goes on the monks have a hard time
staying poor.   They were given land and money for saying prayers for people. They too
finally end up rich and corrupt. In spite of the Cluniac reforms and the overall influence of the
Benedictines,  the development of new monasteries sprang up. In the late 11 th century,  the
Benedictines lost their monopoly. They had grown rich and therefore live-in luxury. Two new
orders further sprang up. The Augustinians who broke ties with the Benedictines took their
name from St.  Augustine who was great  in  western theology.  Their  aim was to  go back
beyond the Rule of St. Benedict to the Bible itself. They also aimed to serve the society. Thus,
they had practical concerns: restoring the religious life of the community, rebuilding ruined
churches, helping the poor and sick. They discovered a letter  of Augustine’s outlining the
ideal of the spiritual life. They were: to have all things in common; pray together at specific
times; and dress without distinction, and to obey a superior. The beauty of this rule is that it is
general and flexible. It could be adapted to different situations.

The  Cistercians  were  an  outgrown of  the  Benedictines,  an  attempt  to  reform the
Benedictines.  While  the  Augustinians  sought  to  serve  society,  the  Cistercians  fled  from
society.  They  demanded  complete  self-denial,  poverty,  the  simple  life.  The  most  famous
member was Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153). In addition to these two new orders there
developed someone who was not a monk in the traditional sense. This hybrid group were
known as the friars which means “brother.” Specifically, a Friar was someone who had taken
monastic vows but who was not required to live in a monastery. Friars developed in the 13 th

century. The friars were products of the towns and the universities, which needed a new kind
of religious organizations than traditional monasteries could meet. The two others were the
Dominicans  and  the  Franciscans:  The  Dominicans  were  founded  by  a  Spaniard  named
Dominic  (1170-1221).  They  were  known  as  “Black  Friars”  because  of  their  religious
costumes. Their purpose was to oppose heresy through preaching combined with simplicity of
life. 

Dominicans were on the cutting edge of the Inquisition. They put the stress on reason.
They are recognized as the Order of Preachers. Noll (2000:90) concluded that “It is striking
that Protestants continued to remember that they owned a great debt to the monastic houses
that had preserved, copied, and studied Scriptures throughout the Middle Ages.” Dominicans
trained  some  great  theologians  of  the  Middle  Ages.  Dominicans  were  prominent  in
universities. The Franciscans were founded by Francis of Assisi (1182-1226). Francis was the
son of a wealthy cloth merchant. Again, it was very hard to stay poor. Sulaiman Jakonda
(2001:32) opined that “Francis, in order to show the love of God, made much effort to help
lepers and was not afraid to touch them.” In time, the Franciscans too grew rich and lax, just
like much of the church in general. Jakonda (2001:32) opined that “The decline of the church
continued through the medieval age.” Thus, the medieval church is important for discussion
since ascetic life in the monasteries failed to yield spiritual renewal and church growth that
could propel holistic development.

The Medieval Period (313-1517) 
Lewis W. Spitz (1987:21) opined that “Medieval men throughout Christendom as a religious -
metaphysical entity encompassing the spiritual and secular authorities. As the spiritual head of
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the church. The pope held the power of the keys and wielded the spiritual sword.” Events of
the fourth century determined the course of the Church for the next twelve hundred years.
Emperor  Constantine  legalized  Christianity  and was baptized  by his  death.  This  is  partly
responsible to a statement Mipo Dadang made. Dadang (2020:43) affirmed that “There is
great danger if a half-baked gospel is presented to a people,” just to please the people of his
empire and his political ambition. The persecuted church suddenly became the state church.
Political  and  economic  concerns  began  outweigh  religious  concerns.  Carter  Lindberg
(2000:145) noted that “Religion and theological perspectives influenced medieval attitudes to
poverty beginning and the developing profit economy.” The church emerged from obscurity
and disfavor into political influence and privilege. Dogmas of the church often were accepted
without  the  radical  change  of  the  life  that  follows  true  conversion  and  faith  became
superficial. 

As corruption and carnal values became a way of life, the church increased in political
importance  in  the Christian Rivalries  as well  as  ignorance  of Scriptural  truth or personal
application also became more frequent.   The commitment  to reach the lost diminished as
ceremonialism  began  to  replace  reality  in  the  Christian  life.  Church  leaders  became
increasingly  concerned  with  political  and  financial  advancement,  while  the  non-clergy
became more and more perfunctory in their worship. The chasm between clergy and non-
clergy was ever widening. This was the period of moral  decadences  in the papacy which
included the Babylonian captivity of the Pope. 

The church became wealthy through its taxation system. Spitz (1987:7) wrote that “At
the beginning of the thirteenth century,  the economy of Europe still  had a predominantly
agrarian base. The manor was the smallest economic unit, and each manor strove for self-
sufficiency in foodstuffs and clothing. The lord who provided protection held the best portion
of  the  land  as  his  domain.”  Maurice  Keen  (2012:11)  wrote  that  “It  was  men  of  the
Renaissance who first called the period which preceded their own the Middle Ages.”  The
renaissance and the discovery of new lands equally brought much wealth. Neil (1991:145)
reported that “People of the new lands were often maltreated and enslaved by the explorers.
They were made to nine gold under very poor conditions, often oppressed, and overworked,
resulting to illness and death.” Lindberg (2000:145) reiterated that “The religious significance
of almsgiving as a good work, the efforts to distinguish the worthy, from the unworthy poor,
the  difference  between  voluntary  and  unvoluntary  poverty,  the  social  unrest  related  to
increasing poverty and the biblical and canon law prohibitions of usury were all factors in the
efforts of society to cope with growing numbers of poor people.” This was going to pave way
for a reformation in the church. But before then, there is need to briefly discuss antecedents
that prepared grounds for the reformation.
 
Antecedents Preceding the Reformation
The question one may asked is, what was the Antecedent forces leading to the Reformation?
Lewis  Spitz  (1995:3)  wrote  that  “Renaissance  was  itself  not  a  novelty.  Throughout  the
medieval period renaissance was often used in the New Testament sense of a spiritual birth.”
Spitz  (1995:3)  opined  that  “although  many  humanists  considered  the  Middle  Ages  as  a
thousand years without a bath, in reality a series of educational and cultural flowerings had
prepared the way for their  own renaissance.” (Spitz (1987:17) reiterated that “The age of
renaissance was an age contrasts and contradictions. It was an age of powerful personalities,
cruel military men, clever and ruthless statesmen. But also, of exquisite artists gentle poets,
and dedicated scholars.”  Renaissance was the awakening of Europe to a  new interest  in
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literature, art and science. Interest of scholars during the medieval period in religious truth,
and with  philosophy as  related  to  religion.  For  example,  Spitz  (1987:298)  explained  that
“Erasmus had a reform program of his own, which envisioned a Christendom in which men
would follow the Master in faith and love, in which the church would return to purity and
simplicity of the New Testament times and in which nations would learn to live together in
peace and harmony.”  Erasmus desire signified that at the early stage of seeking revival, the
chief  thinkers  were  churchmen.  Spitz  (1987:28)  noted  that  “During  the  renaissance  the
humanists  and  imperial  political  theories  began  using  the  term  Europa  instead  of
Christendom.”  Justo  L.  Gonzalez  (2015:11)  argued  that  “What  Erasmus  sought  was  the
reformation of customs, the practice of decency and moderation, an inner devotion shaped by
learning and meditation, and a church that encouraged these things.” However, a new interest
in classic literature, Greek and Latin and in art drew away from religion leading to modern
science. The invention of printing called forth a herald and ally of the coming reform in the
Press. The discovery was made by Gutenberg, in 1456 at Mauveine on the Rhine, that books
could be printed from movable types and with ease disseminated by the thousand. 

The first book printed by Gutenberg was the Bible and brought it into common use.
Reformers set forth their views in books and pamphlets. They were circulated by millions
throughout Europe. There was a spirit of nationality.  Reggie McNeal (2003:43) concluded
that  “The  first  Reformation  was  successful  due  the  break-through  technology  of  printing
press.” Spitz (1987:298) noted that “Erasmus hoped that through Christian scholarship and
wholesome instruction, the philosophy of Christ could be so clearly portrayed that playboys
and prelates’ citizens and kings would at last understand the meaning of the gospel and would
be moved to revived the whole darkening world.” Spitz (1987:297) narrated that “The coming
of the Protestant reformation was an intense personal tragedy for Erasmus. At the same time,
he hoped for reform within the church, he was horrified at Luther who could cite with Paul’s
words (2 Corinthians 6:4-5).” 

The Reformation
Jesse  Hurlbut  (1970:  119)  wrote  that  “In  these  two  hundred  years,  the  great  fact  which
arrested attention was the reformation which began in Germany and spread over all northern
part Europe.” Hurlbut (1970:119) opined that “While the spirit of reform and of independence
was awakening through all Europe, the flame of the reformation burst forth first in Germany,
in the electorate of Saxony, under the leadership of Martin Luther, a monk and Professor in
the university of Wittenberg.” The sale of indulgences. The reigning Pope, Leo X, needing
large sums of money for the completion of St. Peter’s Church at Rome, permitted an agent
named John Tetzel to go through Germany selling certificates signed by the Pope himself,
purporting to bestow the pardon of all sins, not only upon the holders of the certificates, but
upon  friends  living  and  dead  in  whose  behalf  were  purchased  without  confessions,
repentance, penance, or absolution by a priest. 

Tetzel  told the people,  as soon as your coin clinks in the chest,  the souls of your
friends will rise out of purgatory to heaven. Gonzalez (2015:21) wrote to affirm that “The
man put in charge of the sale of indulgences in Germany was the Dominican John Tezel, an
unscrupulous man who was willing to make scandalous claims for his wares as long as such
claims would help sales.” Gonzalez (2015:21) reiterated that “Tetzel and his preachers were
heard announcing that the indulgence that they sold made the sinner cleaner, [even] than when
coming out of baptism and cleaner than Adam before the fall, and that the cross of the seller
of indulgences has as much power as the cross of Christ.” Gonzalez (2015:21) that Tetzel
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assured that “Those who wished to buy an indulgence for a loved one who was deceased were
promised  that  as  soon  as  the  coffer  rings,  the  soul  from  purgatory  springs.”  Gonzalez
(2015:22), wrote that “It was at that point Luther nailed his famous Ninety-five Theses to the
door of the castle church in Wittenberg. Luther published his theses on the eve of All Saints,
and their impact was such that, that date October 31, 1517, is usually given for the beginning
of  the  Protestant  Reformation.”  Hurlbut  (1979:119)  noted  that  “Luther’s  teachings  were
formally condemned and he was excommunicated by a bull of Pope Leo X in June, 1520. 

The Elector Frederick of Saxony was commanded to deliver up Luther for trail and
punishment,  but  he  was  sympathetic  to  Luther’s  views.”  Hurlbut  (1979:120)  opined  that
“Luther  met  the  excommunication  bull  with  defiance,  and called  it  the  execrable  bull  of
Antichrist, and on December 10, 1520 publicly burned it at the gates of Whittenburg before an
assemblage  of  university  Professors,  the  students,  and  the  people.”   Hurlbut  (1979:120)
explained that “On April, 17,1521, Luther stood before the Diet over which the emperor was
presiding and in answer to the question whether he would retract the statements in his books
replied  after  consideration  that  he  could  retract  nothing  except  what  was  disproved  by
Scripture or reason ending with the words, “Here I stand: I can do naught else. God help me
Amen.” Hurlbut (1979:119) affirmed that “The emperor Charles was urged to seize Luther on
the ground that no faith was to be put with heretics, but he permitted him to leave way in
peace. While Luther was traveling homeward, he was suddenly arrested by soldiers of the
Elector Frederick, and taken for his safety to the castle of the Wartburg in Thuringia. Luther
remained there in disguise for a year.” Hurlbut (1979:121) concluded that “To this unequal
ruling, the Lutheran princes made a formal protest and from that time they were known as
Protestants and their doctrine as the Protestant religion.”  But how may a church historian
appraise the contexts of the reformation?

Context of the Reformation
The reformation started around one thousand five hundred thousand and ended around one
thousand  six  hundred  and  fifty.  Dadang  (2018:169)  noted  that  “The  reformation  was  a
theological movement because it was an effort to recover and clarify the gospel.” Luther and
others  whose emphasis  were on biblical  theology as  theologians  found that  key doctrinal
practices  had declined  from the church.  Dadang (2018:170)  pointed out that  “The church
leaders lost the Bible based teaching on justification by faith. They lost the Biblical teaching
on the sovereignty of God and his purpose for humanity as the centrality of grace through
faith in Christ alone.” Dadang (2018:170) opined that “The context of the reformation had
political motive as well. In the political sphere of western Europe, there were new forces on
the rise. 

There were three traditional power bases in Europe at that time which in various ways
competed with each other.” The feudalists operated on the basis of a land-based economy. In
this practice, land was divided among the noble people who had the less-privileged under
them.  The  feudal  system of  decentralized  governance  was  challenged  by  an  independent
group known as the middle-class people. The middle class moved away from agricultural- to a
money-based economy. Dadang (2018:172) noted that “The reformation was spiritual in the
sense that the decay in the papacy brought with it a corruption in the general spiritual outlook
and practices of the day. Spirituality did not led people to salvation through Jesus Christ.”
Finally, Dadang (2018:173) concluded that the reformation had a “cultural context because it
fell in the period known as the renaissance.”  The humanists were not critical of the church,
but of the medieval world and its scholastic theology. They instead believed that the church
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and western civilization can benefit from the study of antiquity. The reformers saw that the
seat of papacy fell into the hands of men who were moved by the exaltation of renaissance
rather on the message of the cross. As a church historian, there might be that curiosity to find
out what principles did the reformers employed that led to the success of the reformation? 

Principles the Reformers Employed  
Gonzalez (2015:14) wrote that Luther opined that “Many have taken Christian faith to be
simple and an easy matter, and have even numbered it among virtues because they have not
really experienced it, nor have tested the great strength of faith.” Luther’s statement depicted
that towards the end of the fifteenth century, it was evident that church in Rome was in dire
need of  spiritual  renewal.   The  condition  of  the  church may be illustrated  to  the  current
situation  of  the  church  in  Nigeria  where  it  appears  it  is  lukewarm.  Zachariah  Chinne
(2013:17) wrote that “In and age of empty religious formalism, legalism on the one hand, and
liberalism on the other, there is truly no denying the fact that we live in a day of religious
ruin.” This seemed the situation that came over Europe. Gonzalez (2015:7) affirmed that “The
religious conscience of Europe was divided within itself was torn between trust in a church
that  had  been its  spiritual  mother  for  generations  and the  patent  failures  of  the  church.”
Therefore, to succeed the reformers adopted principles to bring renewal to the church. Some
of the principles are discussed. 

Scriptural Religion
The first principle adopted by the reformers was that true religion is founded upon Scriptures.
The Roman Catholics had substituted the authority of the church for that of the Bible. They
taught  that  the  church  was  infallible,  and  the  authority  of  the  Bible  proceeded  from its
authorization by the church. They withheld the Scriptures from the laity, and strongly opposed
every translation of them into the language spoken by the common people. The reformers
declared that the Bible contained the standards of faith and practice; and that no doctrine was
to be accepted unless it was taught in the Bible. Thus, the Reformation brought a lost Bible
back to the people, and placed its teachings upon the throne of authority. It is through the
Reformers and mainly in Protestant lands, that the Bible is now circulated by many million
copies annually. This is why Danny McCain and Craig Keener wrote affirming that “The
Bible is a dangerous book. It is sharper than a two-aged sword, dividing asunder the soul and
spirit. The Bible is a divine book. Its subject is God. Its true author is God. Its thoughts are
God’s thoughts.”   No wonder, the reformers allowed masses of their own period to have
access to the Bible freely for them to read by themselves. Dadang (2020:18) affirmed that
“Scripture  illuminates  the  minds  of  those  who  read  it.”   The  next  principle  was  that
Christianity is a rational religion.

Christianity is a rational Religion
The second principle established by the Reformers was that religion should be rational and
intelligent.  The  Roman  Catholic  Church  had  introduced  irrational  doctrines  like
transubstantiation  into  the  church’s  creed.  Foolish  preposterous  pretensions  like  papal
indulgence into her discipline, superstitious usages like image-worship into her ritual. The
reformers, while duly subordinating reason to reevaluation, recognized the former as a divine
gift  and demanded a creed,  a  discipline,  and a  worship,  which should not  outrage  man’s
rational nature. Palmer (2015:125) rightly noted in the actions of the reformers that “A true
church will have true doctrine and godly lifestyle.” Hurlbut (1979:139) explicitly wrote that
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“Reformation  established the right  of private  judgement  regarding religion  and the Bible,
independent priestly or churchly authority. Some leaders of thought accepted the old views of
the Bible  as  a  supernatural  book.  Others  began to regard reason as  the authority,  and to
demand  rational  and  not  spiritual  interpretation  of  Scripture.”  The  next  principle  they
employed was personal religion.

Christianity is a Personal Religion
A third truth that was made emphatic in the reformation was that of personal religion. Under
the Roman system a closed gate stood between the worshiper and God, and to that gate the
priest held the only key. The repentant sinner did not confess his sins to God, but to the priest
who alone could pronounce absolution. The worshiper did not pray to God the Father through
Christ the Son, but through a patron saint, who was supposed to intercede for him with a God
too  high  for  man  in  this  earthly  life  to  approach.  In  fact,  God  was  looked  upon  as  an
unfriendly Being, who must be appeased and placated by the ascetic lives of Saintly men and
women whose prayers alone could avail to save men from God’s wrath. The godly-minded
could  not  go  for  guidance  to  the  Bible,  but  must  take  its  teachings  at  second-hand,  as
interpreted by the councils and canons of the church. All these barriers the reformers swept
aside. They pointed the worshiper to God as the direct object of prayer, the immediate giver
of pardon, and of grace. They brought each soul into the presence of God and the fellowship
of Christ. John Hunt (2020:67) wrote in context of what the reformers emphasized that “The
person who is righteous means the person who has received this righteousness from God; who
has  been  declared  righteous.”  Hunt,  opined  that  “Martin  Luther  was  a  sixteenth  century
German monk whom God used to recover the Biblical doctrine of justification by faith and
reform the  church.”  The  reformers  made  emphasis  on  inward  transformation  rather  than
outward as a principle.

Principle of Inward Transformation Rather Formal Religion
The  Reformers  also  insisted  upon  a  spiritual  as  against  a  formal  religion.  The  Roman
Catholics had overloaded the simplicity of the gospel with a mass of forms and ceremonies
which completely obscured its life and spirit. Religion consisted in external services rendered
under priestly direction, and not in the attitude of the heart toward God. Undoubtedly, there
were many earnests, spiritual natures in the Roman Catholic Church, men like Bernard of
Clairvaux, Francis of Assisi, and Thomas a Kempis, living in intimate communion with God.
But throughout the church in general, religion was of the letter and not of the Spirit.  The
Reformers emphasized the inward rather than the outward traits of religion. They brought
forth the ancient doctrine as a vital experience, which is salvation by faith in Christ and by
faith only (Romans 1:15-17). They proclaimed that men are righteous, not by outward forms
and observances, but by the inward spiritual life, “the life of God in the souls of men.” Gary
A. Parrett and Steve Kang (2009:60) affirmed that “Justification is experienced by faith. We
here affirm the great reformation notion… we are justified through faith alone in Christ alone,
by grace alone. We describe faith as a depending on, trusting in and dinging in Christ alone.”
The reformers use the idea of the national church as principle as part of their achievement to
succeed. 

The Principle of a National Church
The last of these principles in the practical working of the reformation was that of a national
church as distinct from one universal. The aim of the papacy and the priesthood had been to
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subordinate the state to the church, and to make the pope supreme over all nations. Wherever
Protestantism triumphed a national church arose, self-governed, and independent of Rome.
Dadang (2020:61)  wrote  that  “When  Serving  in  Mission  (SIM) handed  over  the  planted
churches to indigenous national  leaders,  the church became nationally  self-governed, self-
propagated and self-supported in Nigeria.” Hurlbut (1997:128) concluded that “These national
churches assumed different forms in the name Episcopal in England, Presbyterian in Scotland
and  in  Switzerland,  and  it  was  somewhat  mixed  in  northern  lands  of  Europe.”  Hurlbut
(1997:128) reiterated that “The exception was the anabaptist movement which emphasized a
free church. The worship in every Roman Catholic Church was in Latin, but every Protestant
Church  maintained  its  services  in  the  language  spoken  by the  worshiper.”  However,  the
success of the reformation led to counter reformation in which the catholic church fought to
regain back the Protestant churches. 

The Counter Reformation
Hurlbut (1979:129), opined that “Not long after the reformation began, a mighty effort was
made by the Roman Catholic  Church to  regain  its  lost  ground in Europe,  to  subvert  the
Protestant faith and to promote Roman Catholic missions in foreign lands. This is called the
Counter-Reformation.”  The  counter  Reformation  started  not  long  after  the  Reformation
began, a mighty effort was made by the Roman Catholic Church to regain its lost ground in
Europe, to subvert the Protestant faith, and to promote Roman Catholic missions in foreign
lands.  This  movement  is  called  the  Counter-Reformation.  Reform within  the  church  was
attempted through the Council of Trent which was called in 1545 by Pope Paul III. It was
called mainly to investigate and put an end to abuses which had called forth the Reformation.
The council met at different times and in more than one place, but mainly in Trent in Austria,
seventy-six  miles  northwest  of  Venice.   Jesse  Hurlbut  (1979:129),  opines  that  “It  was
composed of all the bishops and abbots of the church, and lasted nearly twenty years, through
the reigns of four popes, from 1545 to 1563. The hope had been that the chasm between
Catholics and Protestants might be bridged over and Christianity reunited. But this could not
be accomplished.”   

The doctrines of the church were certainly stated. Even the Protestants admitted that
the popes since the Council of Trent have been better men than many of those before it. The
result  of  the  council  might  be  considered  a  conservative  reformation  within  the  Roman
Catholic Church. A more powerful influence in the Counter-Reformation was the Order of
Jesuits, established in 1534 by the Spaniard, Ignatius Loyola. However, the inevitable impact
of the clashing interests and aims of the Reformed and Catholic states in Germany, a war
began in 1618, a century after the opening of the Reformation. This later involved almost all
the European nations. It is known in Church history as the Thirty Years War.  It was a war
that had political rivalries as well as religious undertone involving people of the same faith
opposing both sides. For nearly a generation, the strife went on and all Germany suffered
greatly.  

Eventually, in 1648, the great war was ended by the Peace of Westphalia, which fixed
the boundaries of Roman Catholic and Protestant states mainly as they have continued to the
present time. At that point, the period of the Reformation was considered as ended. Earle C.
Cairns (1981:351) wrote that “The peace of Westphalia ended the long bloody struggle in
1648.  Holland and Switzerland  were recognized as  independent  Protestant  states.”  Cairns
(1981:351,353) opined that “Both Lutheranism and Calvinism became recognized religions
and Protestants were given the right to hold offices in the state. Lands that were Protestant in
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1624  were  permitted  to  remain  Protestant.  This  brought  about  the  end  of  religious
persecution.” Cairns (1981:253) concluded that “It took decades before Germany recovered
from the devastation of property, the loss of life and the breakdown of morals incurred in the
Thirty Years War.”  

From the history of the early church through the reformation and its encounter with
enemies  of  progress,  it  is  seen  that  the  domain  of  society  needs  kingdom business  that
manifests the true nature and purposes of God and his creation. The work of church in this
twenty-first century is to have whole members in the world and not merely in a building. The
work of the church is to bring the kingdom mind and value system into the world. Miller
(2009: 317) noted “When a critical mass of members of Christ’s body embrace their callings
as his ministers and are equipped to live and work in the world as incarnational communities
of truth, goodness and beauty …to flow from the church into the community and nation.”  A
spirit  of  sustainable  habit  of  social  development  has  to  be  based  on  a  biblical  grasp  of
economics. It was this philosophy that the hallmark of the reformation was imbedded. 

The  reformers  taught  the  marketplace  that  transformed  economies  and  social  the
structures  over  most  of  Northern  Europe.  Thus,  this  last  part  of  this  work  discusses  the
reformers’ economic and social activity of development that all churches can learn and apply.
Economic activity under God is about the value found in producing, saving and giving. This is
the reason God mandates the stewardship of creation (Genesis 1:26-28). The reformers of the
Protestants  movements  recognized the importance  of economic  lives  as  citizens  of God’s
kingdom Miller (2009:173) put it straight that “It was the Biblical world-view taught by the
reformers that economic historians have recognized as a major factor in lifting whole nations
out of poverty through the development of middle-class society.” Miller (2009:173) reiterated
that “Through the new economies of Europe, multitudes were freed to live a life very different
from that of old indentured servants and serfs, to enjoy broader opportunities.” 

Ronald J. Sider (2002:131) supported the idea that “Love for God and neighbor goes
beyond the walls of the Church.” Sider (2003:51) opined that “The Biblical vision of the
world calls human beings to revel in the goodness of the material world rather than seek to
escape it. It invites persons to use the non-human world to create wealth.” This is why it is
said that in ancient times, at the conclusion of Yom Kippur, the holiest day of the year, the
high priest blessed the congregation. His prayer was for enough rain so the fields would yield
a robust crop. Larry Kahaner (2003:3,4) noted that “He Prayed that the congregation would
reap a large harvest, beyond what they would need to feed themselves so they could sell the
surplus crops in the market place and prosper financially.” But, in context of Africa, David
Maranz (2001:29) alleged that, “Today, this custom of looking out for the welfare of others in
the community is breaking down. Economic conditions in general have deteriorated in recent
decades.”

Conclusion
The research of this article reveals that religious and theological perspectives influenced the
early church, the medieval church and reformers attitudes to poverty, begging, and developing
profit economy. Therefore, Lindberg noted that “The religious significance of almsgiving as a
good, the efforts to distinguish the worthy from the unworthy poor, the difference between the
voluntary and involuntary poverty,  the social  unrest related to increasing poverty,  and the
biblical and canon law prohibitions of usury were all factors in the efforts of society to cope
with growing numbers of poor people.” On the one hand, the early church practiced a social
community of property (Acts 4:32-37; 2:44,45).
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Hurlbut (1979:20) documented that “A surrender of property on the part of the richer disciples
so general as to suggest the extreme of socialism in a community of goods.” But it should be
noted that the practice of social community property was entirely voluntary. It was not under
the compulsion of the law. It was not the poor demanding the property of the rich. But the rich
of  their  own accord  giving  to  the  poor.  In  the  context  of  the  reformers,  the  reformation
theology accelerated the development of social legislation designated to restrict begging and
to maximize alleviation of social conditions by the rationalization and secularization of poor
relief. Thus, Miller (2009:173) concluded that “John Wesley preached the cross of Christ for
personal  salvation  and  then  drew  the  social  implications  of  the  gospel  for  national
transformation.” 

Thus,  in  summary,  from this  article,  it  discussed  that  in  context  of  the  church  in
Africa, it seemed the church and individual Christians have to a large extent, withdrawn from
biblical  consciousness  of  wealth  creation  and  have  privatized  their  faith.  Today,  many
Christians are facing sever persecution for the sake of their faith in Christ in some African
countries, including Nigeria. At the same time, there have never been more Christians and
more churches and more large churches in the continent than there are today. Philip Jenkins
(2002:83) predicted this Christian growth when he wrote about sub-Saharan Africa that “At
the end of the twentieth  century,  the eight  largest  nations  in  this  region had a  combined
population of about400 million: By 2050, that figure could well  rise to over a billion,  an
increase of 150 percent.” Yet, the challenge is that many communities around Africa are too
often  hopeless  and  broken  hearted.  This  article  reveals  that  the  main  reason  for  this
brokenness is that most churches and Christians have abandoned the powerful and integrative
biblical worldview and exchanged it for an anemic worldview.  I therefore, recommend to the
church in context of Africa to return to the integral biblical worldview. The churches and
individual Christians are to lay emphasis on the need for personal salvation in Christ and the
marketplace through faith and farm to develop all Community of believers under her domain.
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